In paper [4] we proved the uniqueness of the solution of the third tangential derivative problem (F^) for an infinite system of non-linear integro-differential seoond-order equations of parabolic type in an unbounded domain.
where Mij (j-1,2,...,N r ) are positive constants and tt^(x,t,y,T) are positive-valued funotions such that
We aasuffld that the series Li is oonvergent and we denote its sum by L^. *** We say that pj 1 ' satisfies the (W)-oondition with respect to if the r e lati ons ^ for jjir;
imply p[ r) (x,t, 5-,Ç,w,z) < (x,t Ç,w,z ), where £ = ( fa t j N ).
(r»1,2,...) with M being a positive constant. Moreover, we assume that the functions satisfy the (V)-condition with respect to j. Finally, we assume that (14) ^(x.t.y.T.J.f;) «flj^U.t.y.T.j,?).
(r,/5®1,2,...), 6°. There is a positive constant R* such that for each point (x,t) c D^ the following relation is satisfied ixl « R* I x I > R* (r»1,2,...j 0 <x<h), where denotes a closed ball of centre 0 (the origin of the coordinates system) and radius a.
7°. The functions G^(x,t,j,?) (r- We shall confine ourselves to the case when the assumptions 3°, 4° and 7° are satisfied for i -2 (the reasoning in the other oases is analogous).
Assume that 0 e and consider a function r whioh possesses bounded and continuous derivatives PL , r_ _ and PL (j,k= j k * =1,...,n) in R x(0,h) and satisfies the equality (21) r(x,t) r(x,t) for (x,t) e n I x | for {x,t)eS H x{0,h)
where R is so large that n c x <0,h>. 0 Let r be an arbitrarily fixed positive integer. Denote 
J«1 3=1
The expressions e2 and e 3 oan be estimated by using the parabolicity of equation (1) with 1=2, r=j#, and condition (10)* As a result, we have Both inequalities (46) and (47) contradict the first of relations (37) and hence we can conclude that for a=1,2,,.., the inequality Aa$ 0 is satisfied. This completes the proof of Theorem 1 in case when h<hQ. If h^hQ, we set t=t=jhQ (j=1,2,...) and prove the said theorem successively for the parts of D^ contained in the zones jh0 ^t i(j+1)hQ.
4. In this Section we consider one infinite system of the form (1) The following theorem is valid: Theorem 2.
If: 1 ? a) For each system of functions (14) (x,t ) (x, t ),... ) continuous in D^ , and for each a= 1,2,..., there is a solu-0 tion u (f]f«) of system (1), parabolic and regular in D£ c, ' c , satisfying the conditions 0 (48) u£j(x,t) = v (r, (xft) for (x,t) e ( u 32a) x(OfTjf resNaturally, the subscript "i" is now omitted, i.e. we write u,p( r ), G* r ) etc. instead of u±, fM , etc., peotively. 
